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disabled individuals in society at large, yet also
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ence, and medicine to fix disabled bodies.[1] For
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Germany, the historiography of such charitable
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organizations is still fragmented, and focuses

The Donnersmarck trust’s operational business,
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Stiftung 1916-2016, historian Sebastian Weinert
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institutional nonhistory, which might be enlight‐
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The subsequent chapters address the trust's
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In particular, Weinert points to the shift from the

dustrializing German economy. In early August

early focus on disabled veterans to people with
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disabilities generally. By the early 1950s, the trust

War I, Donnersmarck established a field hospital

began operating several homes for disabled peo‐

for wounded soldiers in Berlin Frohnau. As was

ple that provided innovative care inspired by the

typical for the time, Donnersmarck emphasized

principles of group therapy and rehabilitation to‐

the importance of work therapy to reintegrate dis‐

ward self-care.

abled veterans into society and to re-establish
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marck-Stiftung remains of limited use to the read‐

approaches to disability, from traditional, pater‐
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nalistic care to partnership between care-givers

German disability history and policy. One may

and people with disabilities. This shift in para‐

hope that the author will have a chance to offer a
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deeper analysis through other outlets and publi‐

generation of staff members operating with a tra‐

cations.
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growing economic pressure toward establishing
cheaper forms of care. This economization also
enticed the Donnersmarck trust to involve itself in
a number of business venues that provided em‐
ployment to individuals with disabilities.
In the final two chapters, covering the 1990s
and early 2000s, Weinert describes the effects of
the neoliberalization of German social welfare on
the availability of care and support. He begins ex‐
ploring the delay between changes in disability
policies and their institutional realization, yet
here as elsewhere, his analysis is lost in the opera‐
tional details of the Donnersmarck trust.
In the introduction, Weinert began to sketch
out an analytical framework drawing from dis‐
ability history, entrepreneurial history, and the
history of charitable trusts. He briefly picks up
these themes in the conclusion, yet in the chapters
in between, this framework is sacrificed for the
sake of an overly detailed and strictly chronologi‐
cal retelling of the trust's history. Perhaps these
were the specifications Weinert had to meet. Yet
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